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exeCutive summary

the West Coast could soon become a destination for huge volumes of tar sands crude oil—
one of the world’s dirtiest fuels—setting back efforts to combat climate change and exposing 
communities to significant new health and environmental risks. Call it a tar sands invasion.

The amount of tar sands crude moving through the West 
Coast could increase by more than 1.7 million barrels per 
day (bpd) if existing proposals for pipelines and rail facilities 
move forward. If this happens, tar sands refining on the West 
Coast could increase eightfold, from about 100,000 bpd in 
2013 to nearly 800,000 bpd in coming decades, according to 
new analysis. That’s about as much tar sands crude as the 
embattled Keystone XL pipeline would carry from Alberta to 
Texas refineries.

But the industry’s eagerness for West Coast expansion 
has drawn little attention, even though it could lead to 
increased oil train traffic through residential areas and near 
homes and schools, and increased barge and tanker traffic 
in environmentally sensitive and economically important 
waterways.

The West Coast tar sands invasion is a part of the industry’s 
plan to triple its production in coming years. The tar sands 
industry views the West Coast as a key to its expansion plans 
because of California and Washington’s refineries’ capacity to 
process heavy crude oils. Meanwhile, the region’s ports could 
export enormous volumes of unrefined products to foreign 
countries.

The production of tar sands crude causes about three 
times the carbon pollution of conventional crude.1 
Expanding this industry stands to worsen air pollution and 
undermine both national and international efforts to combat 
climate change. Indeed, replacing 800,000 barrels per day 
of conventional crude from the West Coast fuel mix with tar 
sands crude would increase carbon dioxide pollution by up to 
26 million metric tons (MMT) per year—the equivalent of 5.5 
million cars. However, this incremental number downsizes 
the real climate impact of the tar sands industry’s dreams for 
the West Coast. The total lifecycle emissions for producing, 
refining and burning 800,000 bpd of tar sands is equivalent to 
160 MMT of carbon dioxide, an amount equal to the annual 
emissions of 33.7 million vehicles. Emissions from all the 
projects described in this report would more than double 
these numbers.

Mounting scientific and economic analysis shows that 
the tar sands industry’s expansion plan is incompatible 
with global efforts to address climate change. The 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
concludes that 75 percent or more of discovered fossil fuel 
reserves must remain in the ground in order to limit warming 
to the international two degrees Celsius goal. It is clear 
that tar sands reserves—some of the world’s most carbon-
intensive—are at the top of the list of reserves that must 
remain in the ground in order to address climate change to 
prevent the most devastating impacts of climate change. 

In addition to the climate impact of the tar sands industry’s 
plan to expand into the West Coast, the vast network of new 
infrastructure required to move and process the tar sands 
crude—more pipelines and terminals and greatly increased 
rail and tanker traffic—will place communities at risk from 
devastating spills.

These kinds of spills—which could  seriously harm 
human health, local economies, and the environment—are 
particularly difficult and even more costly to contain and 
clean than conventional crude oil spills because heavy tar 
sands has been shown to sink below the water’s surface. 

In 2010, a pipeline carrying tar sands crude burst, spilling 
more than 800,000 gallons of the thick oil into Michigan’s 
Kalamazoo River. Nearby residents experienced a variety 
of health impacts, including hundreds of cardiovascular, 
dermal, gastrointestinal, neurological, ocular, renal, and 
respiratory impacts. The cleanup, which has cost more than 
$1 billion, is still unfinished.

Even so, the tar sands industry is fighting hard to build two 
new pipelines in British Columbia that would move more 
than 1 million barrels of tar sands oil a day to West Coast 
ports. While the pipeline fights rage on, as many as 11 new 
terminals2 are proposed in California, Oregon, Washington, 
and British Columbia. These proposed terminals, in 
combination with existing terminals, could increase the 
regions’ combined crude oil storage and exporting capacity 
six fold, from 690,000 bpd to almost 4 million bpd. As 
mentioned above, at least 1.7 million bpd of this increase is 
devoted solely to tar sands.

Once this invasion of tar sands oil reaches the coast, 
more than 2,000 additional barges and tankers would be 
needed to carry the crude to Washington and California ports 
and international markets across the Pacific. Significantly 
increased oil tanker and barge traffic would be seen in San 
Francisco Bay, the Port of Los Angeles, Grays Harbor in 
Washington, the Columbia River in Washington and Oregon, 
Douglas Channel out of Kitimat, and the Salish Sea on the 
border between Washington and British Columbia.

The threat of tar sands on the West Coast is serious, 
but the public and its elected officials can take action to 
avert this crisis. Through both opposition to tar sands 
infrastructure and support for regional clean energy policies, 
we can prevent the influx of tar sands crude and build the 
green infrastructure and public support necessary to begin 
transitioning to a clean energy economy.

In other words, this tar sands invasion  
can be stopped.
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The land-locked tar sands industry has plans to transport 
large volumes of tar sands crude oil3 to the North American 
West Coast, where there is substantial refinery capacity 
and access to coastal ports. The Canadian Association 
of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) forecasts that tar sands 
production will increase from 2.4 million barrels per 
day (bpd) in 2013 to 6.2 million bpd by 2030.4 However, 
strengthening opposition to the infrastructure necessary 
to transport this high-carbon crude has become a serious 
roadblock. 

Many refineries throughout Canada and the United States 
have limited capacity to process additional tar sands crude. 
Beyond the Gulf Coast—whose significant heavy crude oil 
refining capacity has been difficult for the tar sands industry 
to access due to popular opposition to the proposed Keystone 
XL pipeline—only the West Coast currently has meaningful 
additional heavy crude refining capacity. Thus far, tar sands 
industry expansion has depended on Midwestern heavy 
crude refineries. As tar sands production continues to 
increase, these refineries are now operating at capacity and 
cannot absorb additional tar sands. Meanwhile, the industry’s 
attempts to increase its access to the Gulf Coast continue to 

be stymied while alternative modes of transportation such 
as rail are proving too expensive to facilitate any meaningful 
increase in access to the Gulf Coast.5 

In response to these constraints, the tar sands industry 
is attempting to build the infrastructure to dramatically 
increase volumes of tar sands shipped to the North American 
West Coast in coming years. The West Coast refining market 
currently processes 2.5 million barrels of oil per day, with the 
majority of this capacity located in California.6 In the early 
1980s, many California refineries invested in infrastructure 
to process the heavy crude produced in the state. California’s 
heavy crude production peaked at more than 700,000 bpd in 
the mid-1980s, but has been in constant decline since then.7 
By 2013, California heavy crude production was only 390,000 
bpd. It is expected to decline to 200,000 bpd in 2030 and 
120,000 bpd by 2040.8 Absent new sources of heavy crude, 
refineries may switch to processing greater proportions of 
lighter crude oils instead. Indeed, Shell recently announced 
a modification to its Martinez, California refinery to allow it 
to shift to a lighter crude slate, resulting in a carbon emission 
reduction of 700,000 metric tons.9 

the north ameriCan West Coast:  
the next Front in the tar sanDs invasion 
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However, many recent developments suggest the Canadian 
tar sands industry is actively laying the groundwork to access 
California’s underutilized heavy crude refinery markets via 
tanker, barge, and rail. If this happens, these recent emission 
reductions would be lost. At the same time, it is important 
to note that very limited volumes of tar sands are refined in 
California and there is reason to believe that policies can 
be put in place to avoid their becoming an entrenched fuel 
source in the state.

The tar sands industry is also looking to expand its 
presence in Washington State, where there is also some heavy 
oil refining capacity. In its 2014 annual report, the CAPP 
forecast that the tar sands industry would increase Western 
Canadian tar sands exports to the state by 88 percent through 
2020, from approximately 75,000 bpd to more than 140,000 
bpd.10 A significant portion of that increased volume is likely 
to be both partially refined synthetic crude oil derived from 
tar sands and heavy, unrefined tar sands crude oil.

British Columbia’s heavy crude refining capacity is 
currently limited to Chevron’s Burnaby refinery, which is 
able to process 2,000 bpd of heavy crude.11 However, Kitimat 
Clean Ltd., Pacific Future Energy Corp., and Eagle Spirit 
Energy have proposed building new heavy crude refineries in 
Kitimat,12 Prince Rupert,13 and Grassy Point.14 These projects 
have a combined capacity of at least 750,000 bpd and would 
drastically alter British Columbia’s place in the tar sands 
industry’s expansion plans.15 Despite these proposals, the 
likelihood of major growth in British Columbia’s refining 
capacity is very low, with few members of industry or the 
public expecting the tar sands industry to pursue any projects 
beyond the proposal stage.16

projeCtions oF tar sanDs  
heaDeD to the West Coast
The West Coast already processes limited volumes of tar 
sands—with imports averaging 100,000 bpd in 2013.17 
However, according to a report by the Borealis Centre 

for Environment and Trade Research, commissioned by 
NextGen and NRDC, tar sands crude exports to West Coast 
refineries could reach 790,000 barrels per day (bpd) by 2040, 
an eightfold increase relative to current levels.18 As described 
in section III of this report, the large influx will create new 
threats to public health, safety, and the environment in 
California, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia if 
action is not taken. Under this scenario, tar sands crude 
could eventually comprise more than a third of the region’s 
total crude oil fuel stock.19

The Borealis Centre forecasted volumes of tar sands 
crude (which includes synthetic, diluted bitumen, and raw 
bitumen) that would be transported to (and processed by) 
refineries in Washington and California by rail, tanker, or 
barge through 2040 under various scenarios. 

Table 1 is a summary of the Borealis analysis of potential 
pathways for tar sands crude to reach the West Coast’s 
refinery market by rail, tanker, or barge through 2040.20 
The Borealis projections include three scenarios based on 
different levels of tar sands infrastructure development: a 
constrained infrastructure scenario assuming no additional 
expansion in tar sands pipelines, a scenario assuming only 
the proposed Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain pipeline 
expansion moves forward, and an unconstrained expansion 
scenario assuming both the proposed Kinder Morgan Trans 
Mountain and the proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway 
pipelines move forward. Each of the scenarios assumes some 
movement of tar sands by rail. 

Borealis’ analysis did not consider the impact that 
implementation of clean energy, public health and safety, 
and energy alternative policies will have on limiting tar 
sands flows to the West Coast. The West Coast’s successful 
implementation of these types of policies will be a 
determinative factor in whether tar sands producers will 
access this market at the volumes considered here.22 
Assuming there is some likelihood of the scenarios projected, 
an influx of tar sands into the West Coast would undermine 
the region’s efforts to reduce its greenhouse gas pollution. 

table 1. potential tar sands crude imports to the West Coast (bpd)21

2013 2020 2030 2040

Constrained scenario 100,000 100,000 100,000 – 135,000 100,000 – 495,000

Kinder morgan scenario 100,000 495,000 545,000 – 645,000 495,000 – 645,000

unconstrained scenario 100,000 510,000 – 660,000 640,000 – 760,000 740,000 – 790,000
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energy security:  
the West Coast Doesn’t need tar sands

While tar sands expansion requires access to new heavy crude refinery markets, the West Coast does not need tar sands 
crude to meet its energy demands. In fact, oil consumption in the West Coast has declined by more than 400,000 bpd—or 
14 percent—since 2007 and is expected to continue to fall further in the future, despite recent economic growth.23 as 
West Coast residents have reduced their demand for petroleum, the region’s refineries are increasingly selling their product 
on the international market. In recent years, West Coast-refined product exports have reached 400,000 bpd as domestic 
refined product consumption has declined. 

existing clean energy policies, such as California’s clean energy and climate law (aB32), are expected to continue this trend 
through improved vehicle efficiency, increased transit options, and clean low-carbon fuel substitutes like advanced biofuels 
and electricity. For instance, California’s gasoline consumption is expected to decline by 15 percent—or 140,000 bpd—by 
2022 under existing policies.24 Currently adopted climate measures in California are estimated to reduce the need for 
petroleum by 20 to 25 percent by 2030.25 additional clean energy policies, as called for by the Governor of California, could 
reduce its refined product consumption by half (or more than 800,000 bpd by 2030).26 State leaders along the West Coast, 
including the governors of oregon and Washington and the premier of British Columbia, are also considering clean energy 
and climate policies like clean fuel standards that could help similarly reduce the demand for carbon-intensive crude oils like 
tar sands.27 

pathWays For a tar sanDs invasion 
into the West Coast
Based on an analysis of existing and proposed transportation 
options, additional tar sands crude oil could reach the West 
Coast through at least four channels:

n	 	Tar sands could be transported by train directly to heavy 
crude refineries in Washington and California. 

n	 	Tar sands could reach the British Columbia coast via rail or 
proposed pipelines, such as Enbridge’s Northern Gateway 
or Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain pipeline expansion, 
and be moved by ocean tanker to ports in Washington and 
California, which have heavy oil refining capacity. 

n	 	Tar sands already reach northern Washington refineries 
via Kinder Morgan’s Puget Sound pipeline system, which 
connects to the existing Trans Mountain pipeline.28 This 
system, which has a full capacity of 180,000 bpd, is targeted 
for expansion under the proposed Trans Mountain 
expansion plan.29

n	 	Tar sands could reach Washington and Oregon by rail 
before either continuing on to California or being loaded 
on to barges and tankers for further transport south.30 
Terminals proposed for Washington and Oregon could 
receive crude by rail and trans-ship either Bakken or tar 
sands. 

tar sands by rail through and to the West Coast 
While relatively little tar sands is making it to the West Coast 
via rail today, industry is pursuing substantial expansion 
of rail loading infrastructure to facilitate transport of tar 
sands oil to the West Coast. This infrastructure would allow a 
substantial increase in access to the region’s refineries as well 
as use of its coastal ports for international export. To make 
the West Coast a viable market for increased volumes of tar 
sands crude, industry players are proposing as many as 11 
new terminals31 in British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, 
and California that will either bring crude oil directly to 
refineries by rail, or act as transit hubs for further movement 
by barge, tanker, or pipeline. This is in addition to 13 
terminals already in full operation32 and four others that are 
operating and expanding.33

For rail terminals to offload thick tar sands crude 
moved as “raw-bit” or “rail-bit,” specialized steam-heating 
infrastructure is required to make the crude move easily from 
tank cars to holding tanks. Though few existing terminals 
have this capability, many of the new, proposed, or retrofitted 
terminals along the West Coast are being designed to keep 
stored crude oils warm.34 As this activity lays the groundwork 
for bringing large volumes of tar sands crude to the West 
Coast, Phillips 66 and Valero are publicly considering their 
options for increasing their West Coast operations’ access to 
Canadian tar sands crude.35
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Four very large proposed crude-by-rail transloading 
terminals are of special concern for the surrounding 
communities in Prince Rupert, British Columbia; Vancouver, 
Washington; and Pittsburg and Bakersfield, California. In 
Prince Rupert, Nexen—now owned by the Chinese National 
Off-shore Oil Corporation, or CNOOC—is proposing a 
rail-to-tanker terminal capable of handling nearly 550,000 
bpd of tar sands crude (though few expect this idea to be 
developed beyond the proposal stage).38 In Washington 
State, the Tesoro/Savage terminal in Vancouver is expected 
to reach up to 360,000 bpd handling capacity if approved.39 
Pittsburg and Bakersfield, California are also confronting 
large-capacity terminal proposals and expansion projects. In 
Pittsburg, a new terminal proposed by WesPac could handle 
up to 242,000 bpd, while two new terminals proposed by Alon 
and Plains All American are designed to handle a combined 
210,000 bpd.40 Three other train-to-tanker or barge terminals 
with a combined capacity of 150,000 bpd have also been 
proposed in Hoquiam, Washington.41 If built, these terminals 
are expected to facilitate the export of tar sands crude oil to 
Washington and California refineries as well as markets in 
East and Southeast Asia.

Despite the apparent tidal wave of new crude-by-rail 
infrastructure on the West Coast, nearly every project 
discussed in this report is facing significant community 
opposition. This fact places many of these projects 
on uncertain footing and could lead to their outright 
cancellation. In Canada, this has meant preemptive 
opposition to Nexen’s Prince Rupert proposal44 and the 
formal release of the Save the Fraser Declaration, which 
proclaims opposition to all transport of tar sands through 
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table 2: proposed or expanding rail off-loading terminals on the pacific Coast42

terminal name location volume (bpd) status tar sands equipped

nexen prince rupert prince rupert, BC 546,000 exploratory Yes

shell anacortes, Wa 60,000 proposed Yes

u.s. Development Hoquiam, Wa 50,000 proposed Yes

Westway Hoquiam, Wa 26,000 proposed Yes

imperium Hoquiam, Wa 70,000 proposed Yes

tesoro/savage Vancouver, Wa 360,000 proposed Yes

nustar Vancouver, Wa 50,000 Converting and expanding ?

targa stockton Stockton, Ca 70,000 proposed ?

Wespac energy43 pittsburg, Ca 242,000 proposed Yes

valero Benicia, Ca 70,000 proposed Yes

phillips 66 Santa Maria, Ca 41,000 proposed Yes

alon Bakersfield, Ca 150,000+ expanding Yes

plains all american Bakersfield, Ca 160,000+ expanding Yes

Questar North palm Springs, Ca 120,000 proposed ?

tar sands by rail to the Gulf is not economical

While there are strong indications that the tar sands 
industry plans to use rail to access the West Coast 
market, there is no indication that this will lead to a 
similar increase in shipments of tar sands by rail to the 
Gulf Coast. Shipping crude by rail rather than by pipeline 
increases costs—and the greater the distance, the greater 
the cost. Gulf Coast refineries are 3,000 miles from the tar 
sands-producing region of alberta, but only 1,000 to 2,000 
miles from West Coast refineries and shipping terminals. 
Washington, for example, is only 1,000 miles away from 
Fort McMurray—a third of the distance between northern 
alberta and the Gulf Coast’s refineries.36 accordingly, 
the cost of shipping crude by rail to British Columbia and 
the Northwest United States is nearly competitive with 
shipping it by pipeline to the Gulf Coast.37
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shale oil by rail 

In recent years, the boom in light shale oil production 
has led to a dramatic increase in U.S. rail transport of 
crudes, increasing from less than 20,000 bpd in 2008 to 
nearly 800,000 bpd in 2013.49 the majority of crude-by-
rail comes from North Dakota’s Bakken formation, with 
some also coming from Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, and 
West texas.50 a significant portion of this oil is bound 
for refineries in Washington and California.51 as shale oil 
producers keep choosing to use rail to reach West Coast 
refineries, communities can expect a continuing stream of 
crude-laden rail cars through their neighborhoods.52

this increase in crude-by-rail traffic through West Coast 
communities is of particular concern given the major 
safety threats and chronic exposure to carcinogenic 
vapors posed by moving this highly volatile and flammable 
form of crude oil.53 an explosion in Casselton, North 
Dakota as well as the Lac-Mégantic disaster in Quebec 
(in which 47 people were killed) are just two examples 
of the dangers.54 as tar sands producers plan to increase 
their shipments to West Coast refineries, the volume of 
crude-by-rail traffic could increase even further. as this 
happens, the need for common sense safety regulations 
will become more important than ever.

the traditional territories of First Nations.45 In Vancouver, 
Washington, the city has passed a moratorium on 
construction of new terminals46 while opposition to the 
Grays Harbor proposals continues to escalate, with the 
mayor of Hoquiam recently proposing a similar moratorium 
on all crude oil storage and shipping facilities.47 In 
California, similar levels of opposition are also present, with 
communities organizing to successfully oppose new facilities 
and even stop operations at existing terminal facilities like 
Interstate Oil’s Sacramento rail unloading terminal.48 In 
the coming months, groups in California will also call for a 
moratorium on all new infrastructure supporting “extreme 
oil,” including tar sands and other highly polluting crudes.

tar sands crude by ocean tanker  
and barge to the West Coast
In addition to the West Coast’s crude-by-rail boom, 
transport of tar sands crude to the West Coast would cause 
a massive increase in the use of ocean oil tankers and 
barges, which would travel to and from ports in British 
Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and California, as well as 
international markets across the Pacific. Currently, the only 
avenue available for shipping tar sands crude by tanker or 
barge to the West Coast is via Kinder Morgan’s Westbridge 
Marine Shipping terminal, which loads 60 oil tankers and 
18 barges from the Trans Mountain pipeline annually.55 
These tankers move limited volumes of tar sands crude—
an average of 75,000 bpd—to refineries in California and 
Washington.56 However, proposed pipelines or rail terminals 
would substantially increase the number of massive tankers 
transporting tar sands crude along the West Coast’s sensitive 
waterways. 

As outlined below, planned pipeline and rail terminals 
in Kitimat, Prince Rupert, and Vancouver, British Columbia 
could send over 1,000 oil tankers carrying tar sands crude 
from British Columbia to ports in California, Washington, and 
international markets each year. Use of large numbers of oil 
tankers and barges is also planned for ports in Washington 
and Oregon, leading to the threat of more than 1,000 new 
oil-laden vessels joining those from British Columbia on the 
region’s waters.

The future volume of tar sands crude reaching the 
Canadian west coast and eventually loaded onto tankers 
will depend on whether three highly controversial tar sands 
infrastructure proposals in British Columbia move forward. 
Those projects are (1) Kinder Morgan’s proposed expansion 
of its Trans Mountain pipeline to Vancouver, (2) Enbridge’s 
proposed Northern Gateway pipeline to Kitimat, and (3) 
Nexen’s proposed but unlikely crude-by-rail terminal in 
Prince Rupert. Kinder Morgan’s proposed Trans Mountain 
pipeline expansion would increase the volume of tar sands 
crude shipped through Vancouver from 300,000 bpd to 
890,000 bpd. This would, in turn, increase annual tanker 
traffic from Vancouver harbor nearly sevenfold, from 60 oil 
tankers and 18 barges to more than 400 Aframax57-sized oil 
tankers.58 Enbridge’s Northern Gateway proposal envisions 
220 tankers accessing the Kitimat terminal area, including 
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50 very large crude carriers (VLCCs).59 As the second largest 
crude oil tanker in the world, VLCCs can carry up to 2.2 
million barrels of oil. Finally, if ever seriously considered, 
Nexen’s crude-by-rail proposal in Prince Rupert could bring 
an additional 430 tankers through the region each year.60

Many of these departing tankers would travel through 
the Great Bear Rainforest and the Salish Sea to get tar 
sands crude to Washington and California refineries. 
Enbridge’s proposed Northern Gateway pipeline would 
require supertankers carrying up to 2.2 million barrels 
of oil to navigate through the Douglas Channel and its 
Pacific approaches—both notorious for unpredictable and 
dangerous weather and navigational challenges.61 Meanwhile 
Kinder Morgan’s proposed Trans Mountain pipeline 
expansion would significantly increase tanker traffic through 
the Salish Sea region.

At full capacity, these British Columbia projects could send 
an additional 1.7 million bpd of tar sands crude through 
British Columbia’s and Washington’s sensitive waterways.62 
This threat has been confirmed in a report prepared by the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
which found that oil tanker and barge traffic is expected 
to increase in Puget Sound with barges traveling from 
Vancouver, British Columbia to refineries in Cherry Point 
and Tacoma, Washington.63 Half of these 1,000 tankers would 
likely carry over 700,000 bpd of tar sands crude to refineries 
in Washington and California.64 The remainder would head to 
refineries elsewhere, likely targeting Asian and other markets 
outside the United States.65

Outside of British Columbia, projects targeting Grays 
Harbor in Washington and the Columbia River in Washington 
and Oregon are expected to result in massive increases in 
oil tanker and barge traffic. Estimates based on the permit 
applications for the three proposed Grays Harbor oil 
terminals predict tanker and barge traffic to increase by  
293-428 vessels.66 Meanwhile, vessel traffic along the 
Columbia River will increase if plans for new and expanded 
rail terminals in Vancouver, Washington and Clatskanie, 
Oregon come to fruition. In its project proposal documents 
for the Tesoro Savage Vancouver Energy Distribution 
Terminal in Vancouver, Washington, Tesoro estimates that 
the project will facilitate the loading of 365 vessels per year. 
This will result in 730 annual trips between Vancouver and 
the mouth of the Columbia River.67 A recent analysis of all 
Columbia River fossil fuel export projects found that oil 
tanker and barge loadings at Global Partner’s Clatskanie 
Terminal could lead to an additional 162-389 vessels per 
year.68 If additional expansion plans and operational changes 
are approved at NuStar Energy’s Vancouver terminal,69 
and Arc Logistics Partners’ Willbridge facility,70 additional 
increases in marine traffic can be expected as crude oil is 
transferred from rail to barges and tankers destined for either 
Washington or California refineries.

tanker trouble in busy Waters

on December 9, 2014, a Bangladeshi tanker carrying 
heating oil collided with another vessel in the 
Sundarbans, a UNeSCo World Heritage site that is 
home to endangered royal Bengal tigers and Irrawaddy 
dolphins.71,72 the collision released 77,000 gallons of  
oil into sensitive waterways, now covering 135 square 
miles of winding river channels and mangrove forests.73 
While the spill involved an aging tanker in loosely 
regulated waters, the immediate damage provides a 
sobering reminder of the risks oil supertankers could pose 
to pristine areas throughout Northern British Columbia 
and the Salish Sea.
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tar sands crude by pipeline through  
british Columbia
There are two proposed tar sands pipelines crossing from 
Alberta to British Columbia’s coast that would, if approved, 
bring at least 1,115,000 bpd of additional tar sands crude. 
The first is Enbridge’s proposed Northern Gateway project, a 
controversial 525,000-850,000 bpd74 tar sands pipeline across 
the mountainous terrain and salmon-bearing rivers of north-
central British Columbia.75 The Canadian federal government 
approved the pipeline in June 2014, with 209 conditions, but 
public opposition has strong momentum to stop or delay this 
project. Polling shows that more than two-thirds of British 
Columbians oppose Enbridge’s Northern Gateway project.76 
Additionally, more than 130 First Nations with aboriginal 
rights and title, who would be affected by the pipeline, 
have publicly opposed both the pipeline and the resulting 
additional tanker traffic.77 There are also more than a dozen 
lawsuits challenging the National Energy Board’s and federal 
government’s approval of Enbridge’s project by several First 
Nations, environmental groups, and a trade union.78
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The second proposed pipeline is Kinder Morgan’s 
December 2013 proposal to expand its existing Trans 
Mountain pipeline to increase its capacity from 300,000 
bpd to 890,000 bpd.79 The pipeline faces substantial public 
opposition in British Columbia’s Vancouver region and along 
its coast.80,81 The expansion would require new permits, 
renegotiation of landowner agreements along the route, 
agreements with First Nations, dredging the Vancouver 
harbor, adjusting the boundaries of British Columbia Parks, 
and changing regulations to allow increased tanker traffic—
all points of potential public intervention. Further, the legal 
challenges immediately sparked by the proposal, as well as 
mass civil disobedience around Kinder Morgan’s exploratory 
drill sites on Burnaby Mountain, suggest possible long-term, 
and potentially permanent, delay.82

indigenous peoples of the West Coast

as the infrastructure that would enable a tar sands invasion of the West Coast is planned, proposed, and built, the 
traditional lands and protected resources of the region’s indigenous people often face the gravest threats. However, 
indigenous peoples in both Canada and the United States have retained their sovereign rights to use and protect their 
traditional lands and resources. these legal powers, coupled with a desire among indigenous communities to protect  
and steward their territories, have meant that many tar-sands-enabling projects have been met with stiff resistance as  
the full scope of potential impacts from these projects have slowly come to light.

In Canada, the rights of indigenous peoples are recognized and protected by Canada’s constitution.83 these rights ensure 
that federal and provincial governments fulfill their duties to consult and accommodate before taking any action that could 
adversely affect indigenous people or their rights to hunt, fish, and trap on traditional lands.84 as the tar sands industry has 
pushed to expand its production and export infrastructure, legal challenges from Canadian First Nations have mounted. 
these challenges have significantly delayed planned projects,85 affirmed and expanded the legal force of aboriginal title,86 
and inspired a broad coalition of indigenous people who have formalized their opposition to future tar sands expansion 
projects.87

In the United States, many West Coast tribes are signatories to treaties with the federal government in which they 
reserved a right to take fish at their “usual and accustomed grounds and stations” and the privilege of gathering, among 
other rights, in exchange for ceding lands they historically roamed freely.88 treaty fishing rights include a right of access to 
traditional fishing areas.89 treaty rights are not granted to tribes, but rather are “grants of rights from them—a reservation  
of sovereign rights not granted.”90

these treaties create a special fiduciary duty and trust responsibility upon all agencies of the United States and states 
to protect treaty rights, including fishing rights, and cannot be abrogated except by explicit congressional authorization.91 

Under this legal regime, the rights of 566 
federally recognized indigenous tribes are 
protected by the federal government in a 
complex trust relationship and federal courts 
have consistently required federal agencies 
and states to keep the treaty promises upon 
which the tribes relied when they ceded 
huge tracts of land to the United States.92 
For example, in Washington, a landmark 
case known as the “Boldt decision” 
confirmed that Indian tribes have a right to 
half of the harvestable fish in state waters 
and established the tribes as co-managers 
of the fisheries resource with the State of 
Washington.93 
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unDerstanDinG the Carbon  
impaCt oF tar sanDs 
If the tar sands industry succeeds in accessing the North 
American West Coast’s refinery markets, it will undermine 
the region’s efforts to reduce its carbon emissions. Much 
of the heavy, carbon-intensive tar sands oil imported into 
the region will fill heavy crude refining capacity that has 
become available over the years as California’s heavy crude 
production has declined. Over the years, much of the heavy 
crude has been replaced by light and medium crude oils, 
which tend to be less carbon-intensive. Tar sands crude 
is, however, substantially more carbon-intensive than the 
majority of crudes refined in California and Washington. 
This will, therefore, increase the overall carbon-intensity of 
the fuel supply used in the region. This increase would either 
need to be offset by greater use of lower-carbon alternative 
fuels or pressure on other industries—like utilities and 
automakers—to reduce their own carbon footprints even 
more. Moreover, allowing an influx of tar sands crude access 
to the West Coast’s refinery markets will enable additional 
expansion of tar sands, locking some of the most carbon-
intensive crudes into the global supply for decades to come. 

As a starting point, the extraction, production, and 
refining of tar sands crude is much more energy-intensive 
than the same processes for conventional oil. Compared 
to conventional crude, which is pumped from wells, tar 
sands crude must be mined or steamed out of the ground—
processes that are more carbon-intensive.94 As a result, on 
a “well-to-tank” basis—which includes crude oil extraction 
and upgrading, transport, refining, and distribution—
producing gasoline or diesel from tar sands crude generates 
an average of 81 percent more greenhouse gas emissions 
than conventional crudes.95 In fact, displacing 790,000 bpd 
of conventional oil with tar sands oil would generate an 
additional 26.1 million metric tons (MMT) of annual carbon 
dioxide emissions, or the equivalent of 5.5 million vehicles.96 
In the broader context of facilitating growth of the tar sands 
industry, 790,000 bpd of new tar sands production would lead 
to the equivalent of 160 MMT of carbon dioxide emissions 
annually. 97 These emissions equal the annual emissions 
from 33.7 million passenger vehicles.98 Moreover, the average 
carbon intensity of tar sands production is increasing, as a 
disproportionate amount of planned expansion will come 
from more carbon-intensive drilling and steaming or “in situ” 
tar sands projects.99

Mounting scientific and economic analysis shows that 
the tar sands industry’s expansion plan is incompatible 
with global efforts to address climate change. The 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change concludes 

that 75 percent or more of discovered fossil fuel reserves 
must remain in the ground in order to limit warming to the 
international two degrees Celsius goal—a level necessary to 
avoid some of the most severe impacts of climate change.100 
Recent studies have shown that continued development of 
unconventional, high-carbon reserves like tar sands is not 
economical in a scenario where global warming is limited to 
two degrees Celsius.101 

While the West Coast has been a leader in climate 
action—including adopting cap-and-trade programs and 
low carbon fuel standard programs in California and Oregon, 
a carbon tax and clean fuels program in British Columbia, 
and proposing similar policies in Washington—offsetting 
the potential emissions from tar sands production could 
represent significant challenges. For example, the current  
10 percent reduction in carbon-intensity by 2020 required  
by California’s low carbon fuel standard would be expected  
to nominally result in 20.6 million metric tons of carbon 
dioxide reductions.102 Increased emissions from tar sands 
crude would significantly offset the benefits from existing 
and proposed climate policies, absent significantly higher  
use of lower-carbon alternative fuels or additional reductions 
by other industries. 

California also produces heavy crude that is more carbon-
intensive than the U.S. average.103 However, overall carbon 
emissions from California’s heavy crude production are 
declining as its heavy crude fields are depleted.104 California’s 
heavy crude production, which has been falling since the 
late 1980s, is forecast to dwindle from 400,000 bpd in 2013 
to 200,000 bpd by 2030.105 Moreover, rather than displacing 
California’s heavy crude production, tar sands imports into 
the West Coast are likely to displace lighter, less carbon-
intensive crudes.106

Access to the West Coast’s heavy oil refining capacity 
would remove a critical obstacle to the tar sands industry’s 
expansion plans, and additional proposed extraction projects 
will be able to move forward. Greater imports of tar sands 
crude would erode the region’s efforts to meet long-term 
climate reduction targets. 

Worst of the Worst: California heavy Crude  
versus tar sands? 

the tar sands industry often argues that the United 
States should ignore the carbon impact of tar sands crude 
because it is no more carbon-intensive than California’s 
heavy crude production. this argument is a red herring. 
California’s heavy crude production is a small fraction of 
existing tar sands production and is rapidly declining—
expected to fall to half of current levels by 2030.107 on the 
other hand, the tar sands industry is seeking new heavy 
crude refinery markets in order to triple its production, 
locking the most carbon-intensive crude into the world’s 
supply for decades.108 By 2030, California’s heavy crude 
production is forecast to total only 3 percent of the tar 
sands industry’s planned expansion.109 

“Producing gasoline or diesel from tar 
sands crude generates an average of 81 
percent more greenhouse gas emissions.”
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risKs oF transportinG anD proCessinG tar sanDs 

health, saFety anD environmental 
risKs From transportinG tar sanDs 
Transporting tar sands—whether by pipeline, rail, barge, or 
tanker—poses unique risks to the hundreds of communities, 
waterways, and critical ecosystems along the route from 
northern Alberta to refinery and export hubs along the West 
Coast.110 As tar sands crude moves by rail and is loaded 
onto tankers, carcinogens and other toxic chemicals are 
released to the air and can contribute to respiratory illnesses, 
neurological impacts, or cancer.111 In the event of a spill, 
chemicals typically added to tar sands bitumen rapidly 
evaporate into the air, leaving behind a toxic sludge that can 
be nearly impossible to clean.112 As more tar sands crude 
begins moving through the region, the risk of exposure to 
these threats increases.

tar sands diluted bitumen spill risk 
Tar sands bitumen has several distinguishing physical 
characteristics that make managing spills more challenging 
than spills of conventional crudes.113 Raw tar sands bitumen 
is a very thick crude oil that is heavier than water.114 Because 
of its density and thickness, tar sands bitumen is typically 
mixed with very light, volatile petrochemicals—creating 
diluted bitumen—so that it can flow by pipeline from tar 
sands mines and fields.115 From there, it is shipped to market 
via pipelines, trains, barges, and ocean tankers.

Tar sands diluted bitumen spills—whether from pipelines, 
rail cars, or tankers—present exceptional challenges for spill 
response and cleanup, particularly when they are in or near 
bodies of water. Following a spill, the volatile petrochemicals 
in the diluted bitumen typically evaporate, leaving the 
heavy tar sands bitumen to sink to the lake, river, or ocean 
bottom.116 Tar sands crude that has sunk below the water’s 
surface cannot be effectively contained by conventional spill 
response measures, which focus on isolating and removing 
floating oil. This can lead to long-term contamination, as 
emergency responders have found that tar sands crude 
does not appreciably biodegrade over time and is extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, to completely dredge from river 
and ocean bottoms.117 

This risk of long-term contamination is especially 
concerning in areas where impacted water systems provide 
drinking water and food, or are home to species critical to a 
region’s economic vitality. At the same time, the evaporation 
of the volatile petrochemicals added to tars sands (known 
as “diluents”) into the ambient air has been associated 
with significant health impacts such as headaches, nausea, 
and respiratory problems. These impacts were observed 
following both the 2010 Kalamazoo spill and the 2013 rupture 
of ExxonMobil’s Pegasus tar sands pipeline in Mayflower, 
Arkansas.123 Given the proximity to vital waterways of a 
number of expected tar sands transport routes through the 
West Coast, the risk of a spill in water is an urgent threat 
that could devastate communities, economies, and the 
environment. 

Kalamazoo: the anatomy of a tar sands spill

In 2010, an enbridge tar sands pipeline in Michigan spilled 
more than 800,000 gallons of tar sands diluted bitumen 
into the Kalamazoo river.118 Spill responders struggled to 
contain the heavy bitumen, which sank beneath the water’s 
surface, evading conventional spill response measures 
designed to contain lighter, floating oil. Nearby communities 
experienced a variety of negative symptoms, including 
hundreds of hospitalizations for cardiovascular, dermal, 
gastrointestinal, neurological, ocular, renal, and respiratory 
impacts.119

More than four years later, cleanup is incomplete120 with 
submerged oil still contaminating the river bed while costs 
have soared above $1 billion.121 In response to these 
ongoing impacts, enbridge agreed in early December 2014 
to pay $6.8 million to settle a class action lawsuit brought 
by local residents.122
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safety issues with tar sands by rail
The public safety and environmental risks of the recent 
crude-by-rail boom have been underscored by a series 
of major accidents across North America. In 2014, 141 
incidents with oil trains were recorded.124 However, the most 
devastating incident in recent memory was the catastrophic 
derailment and explosion that destroyed much of Lac-
Mégantic, Quebec in 2013 and resulted in 47 casualties.125 
These accidents have revealed fundamental weaknesses in 
the regulatory oversight of crude-by-rail, and a rail industry 
that is egregiously cutting corners on safety.

The North American crude-by-rail boom has been enabled 
by the development of the crude oil unit train. Unit trains 
are loaded with a single commodity and are composed 
of 80 or more tank cars delivering their cargo to a single 
destination.126 This method lowers cost, as unit trains avoid 
multiple stops en route to their destinations. However, by 
concentrating huge volumes of flammable crude oil in a 
relatively small area, unit trains increase the magnitude and 
likelihood of explosions in the event of an accident.127 This 
threat hardly needs illustration as a single unit train can carry 
over 70,000 barrels—or over 3 million gallons—of crude oil. 

The safety risks associated with shipping large volumes of 
crude by unit train are amplified by a number of significant 
regulatory gaps. For instance, much of the existing rail 
tank car fleet—comprised of older rail tank cars deemed 
unsafe by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 
in 1991128—is defective and prone to rupture in the case of 
a derailment.129 Commonly used rail routes take crude oil 
unit trains through highly populated areas and sensitive 
environments. These trains operate at speeds that make 
rupture likely upon derailment.130 In addition, crude oil train 
operators have been exempt from the requirement to prepare 
oil spill response plans even as operators of oil tankers, 
pipelines, refineries, and others who handle or transport 
oil must, leaving gaps in preparedness and training to 
clean up a worst-case oil spill.131 These and other regulatory 
shortcomings have been recognized by regulators in both 
Canada and the United States. However, efforts to impose 
common sense safeguards on the crude-by-rail sector have 
been slow and met with substantial industry opposition both 
when federal agencies have proposed stronger regulations 
and when states have stepped in to fill the gaps.132

Meanwhile, millions of California, Oregon, Washington  
and British Columbia residents live near crude-by-rail 
routes.133 Major crude-by-rail terminal proposals are likely 
to bring more tar sands unit trains through Vancouver, 
Washington, Seattle, Portland, Sacramento, the San Francisco 
Bay area, and Los Angeles, as well as hundreds of rural 
communities. In Sacramento alone, more than 250,000 
residents live near rail lines, placing them in harm’s way 
during a crude oil train accident.134

States and municipalities have identified major 
vulnerabilities along many rail corridors. In Seattle, the 
City Council has expressed serious concerns about crude-
by-rail, highlighting threats to thousands of residents, the 
city’s historic downtown, and its major professional sports 

complexes.135 A recent report from California’s Interagency 
Rail Safety Working Group outlined incidences of proximity 
to population centers, earthquake fault lines, insufficient 
emergency response capacity, vulnerable natural resources, 
and a number of “high hazard areas” for derailments, which 
are generally located near waterways and fragile natural 
resource areas.136 These water resources, which provide 
drinking water for millions of Californians, would be 
particularly vulnerable to heavy tar sands spills (as discussed 
above and below). This vulnerability was highlighted in late 
2014 when a train carrying grain derailed in California’s 
Feather River Canyon, sending freight cars tumbling down 
the canyon’s sides.137 The treacherous route, operated by 
Union Pacific, is already in use by unit trains transporting 
Bakken crude from North Dakota.

Elsewhere, the lack of emergency oil spill response 
preparedness is especially concerning for rural communities, 
where lack of personnel, training, and equipment increases 
vulnerability to the impacts of an oil train accident.138 As 
these concerns arise, so too have concerns about the actual 
state of the rail infrastructure upon which the crude-by-
rail boom depends. Concerned community members have 
documented increasing incidences of crumbling bridges, 
causeways, and other key infrastructure elements.139

tar sands by barge and tanker 
Numerous independent studies have found that transporting 
tar sands crude by barge and ocean tanker poses unique risks 
compared to conventional oil transport. In a recent lengthy 
review of transport risks associated with tar sands crudes, 
the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration found that 
increased tar sands production will significantly increase 
marine and barge traffic along the West Coast.140 

The risks posed by increased tar sands oil tanker traffic 
is the subject of an ongoing study by researchers at George 
Washington University and Virginia Commonwealth 
University.141 In their risk analysis of marine transport of oil 
through the Strait of Juan de Fuca, the San Juan Islands, Puget 
Sound, and Haro Strait, researchers found that tar sands 
pipeline expansion plans in British Columbia could increase 
the region’s annual crude oil tanker traffic by more than 800 
vessels per year compared to 2010 levels.142 This extraordinary 
increase also comes with a “significant increase of exposure, 
potential accident frequency and potential oil outflow,” 
requiring substantial risk mitigation efforts.143 Worse still is 
a 2013 finding that the U.S. Coast Guard does not have any 
appropriate equipment for addressing the cleanup of a tar 
sands oil spill—if cleanup would even be possible.144

 With the hazards posed by increased marine traffic in 
already-congested West Coast waterways come the additional 
risks of transporting tar sands crude oil as opposed to 
traditional crude oils. The behavior of spilled tar sands crude 
oil in marine environments is complicated, and spills are 
likely to harm the surface, sub-surface, and ocean bottoms, 
as well as shorelines and coastlines.145 This is because the 
physical properties of tar sands crude oil can lead to floating, 
submerged, and sunken oil, often as part of the same spill.146 
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Though there is little data regarding the behavior of tar sands 
crude in salt water, a recent study by Environment Canada 
found that, while tar sands crude oil initially floats in salt 
water, the likely presence of sediments and wave energy 
causes it to sink.147 On top of that, chemical dispersants—
products commonly used to break down spilled oil in water 
and accelerate biodegradation—are ineffective for treating 
tar sands spills.148

If Enbridge’s Kalamazoo River spill is any indication, the 
risks posed by increased marine transport of tar sands crude 
oils through marine ecosystems could be severe. Because 
current terminal proposals contemplate loading Aframax, 
Panamax, and even VLCC crude oil tankers,149 individual 
shipments of up to 2 million barrels150 could be navigating 
West Coast waterways.

An accident involving just one of these tankers could lead 
to a catastrophic release of tar sands crude oil that would 
prove exceptionally difficult and costly to contain and clean 
up, thereby leading to long-term negative environmental and 
economic impacts. This is true for the Great Bear Rainforest 
in British Columbia; the Salish Sea in British Columbia  
and Washington; the Columbia River in Washington and 
Oregon, the Grays Harbor estuary in Washington, and the 
coastal regions off British Columbia, Oregon, California,  
and Washington. 

Impacts to protected species living in the region’s waters 
are of special concern. Southern resident orca whales, 
numerous protected salmon populations, marine fish 
species like Puget Sound rockfish, diving seabirds such as 
the marbled murrelet, and many others would all be exposed 
to the risk of extinction should an oil spill occur in their 

habitat.151 Highlighting this risk is NOAA’s recovery plan 
for southern resident orcas, which notes the species’ high 
susceptibility to oil spills and the need to ensure that future 
spills are prevented if the species is to survive.152

While the potential environmental and human health 
impacts from a tar sands spill are relatively apparent, the 
regional economic impacts are complex and could harm a 
number of industries. Commercial fishing along the North 
American west coast is a $33 billion industry that employs 
250,000 people.153 In addition, recreational fishing has 
been a relatively steady economic driver employing more 
than 25,000 people with a “sales impact” of more than $2.5 
billion.154 Finally, tribal fishing contributes millions more 
dollars to local economies and supports the cultural survival 
of the region’s indigenous peoples.155

In addition to commercial fishing, the West Coast is a 
major national and international tourist hub. Tourism 
at parks, preserves, wilderness areas, and communities 
along the more than 2,000-mile-long West Coast provides 
numerous benefits to local economies. Cumulatively, the 
coastal regions support a tourism industry that employs as 
many as 700,000 people156 and encourages more than $75 
billion in spending annually. 157 Further inland, tourism’s 
economic impact on the Columbia River and the Columbia 
River Gorge is less certain, though data compiled by Oregon 
and Washington suggest that tourism in the area employs as 
many as 47,000 people and encourages nearly $4 billion in 
spending annually.158 These figures capture only a snapshot 
of select tourist areas—in reality, many critical tourist areas 
throughout the West Coast states and provinces could be 
touched by the transport of tar sands crudes.
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refinery risks 
A significant percentage of tar sands crude traveling to 
the West Coast via rail and pipeline would be refined in 
Washington and California refineries. As described above, 
there are already heavy crude refineries in California and 
Washington, with some individuals and corporations 
proposing an additional three in British Columbia. The risks 
created by refining tar sands crude oil are numerous and 
complex. Tar sands crude contains higher concentrations 
of heavy metals than conventional crude oils.159 The added 
diluent is composed of a mixture of highly volatile chemicals, 
many of which are known human carcinogens that rapidly 
evaporate if exposed to the open air.160 Finally, tar sands 
crude oil contains high concentrations of sulfur, which are 
further concentrated by the addition of diluents, which 
themselves contain sulfur compounds like mercaptans. 
Mercaptans are of special concern because they are a highly 
volatile and odiferous compound linked to adverse nervous 
system, eye, skin, and respiratory health impacts.161

Within a refinery system, this mixture of metals, 
chemicals, and other compounds increases health risks. 
First, the volatility of many of the chemicals added to tar 

sands crude oils increases fugitive emissions, many of 
which are carcinogens.162 Second, tar sands crude oils are 
energy-intensive to refine, requiring greater use of heaters, 
boilers, cracking, coking, and hydro-treating—which in 
turn significantly increase air emissions.163 Third, refining 
heavy tar sands crude results in substantial production of a 
byproduct known as petroleum coke.164 Petroleum coke is a 
coal-like substance that contains high levels of heavy metals, 
and is often responsible for the production of huge dust 
clouds composed of fine particulate matter that can seriously 
harm the human respiratory system.165

Refining tar sands leads to additional health and safety 
concerns. High levels of naphthenic acids in tar sands crude 
oils, combined with high levels of sulfur compounds and 
high refinery temperatures, can lead to increased corrosion 
within a refinery.166 The increased corrosion associated with 
refining crudes with high naphthenic acid and sulfur content 
was cited as a contributing factor in the Chevron refinery 
accident in 2012 in which 15,000 residents in Richmond, 
California sought medical attention and 19 workers’ lives 
were endangered.167

environmental justice

a tar sands invasion of the West Coast threatens communities across thousands of miles, including predominantly First 
Nations communities at the epicenter of tar sands production in Northern alberta. In British Columbia, First Nations 
communities face the potential threat of massive oil tankers in vital marine waters and pipelines and trains snaking 
through mountains and across hundreds of rivers and streams. an oil spill from any of these sources could devastate the 
communities’ traditions, including important cultural, economic, and subsistence activities that many First Nations have 
fought hard to preserve. 

In the United States, tribal members have shed blood and faced jail time to preserve their right to fish for salmon and 
other species. an oil spill would devastate the central role salmon play in tribal culture, subsistence, and economies. 
Communities along the rail corridors of Washington, oregon, and California are threatened by mile-long unit trains loaded 
with tar sands crude rolling through their neighborhoods. In puget Sound, San Francisco’s east Bay, and Los angeles, 
people living near oil refineries could see significantly increased air pollution (including cancer-causing chemicals like 
benzene), increased production and storage of coal-like petroleum coke, and an increased risk of refinery accidents.168 
exposure to these emissions has been linked to increased rates of asthma, cancer, birth defects, and neurological 
problems—threats that tens of millions of people along the U.S. West Coast could confront every day.169

In many cases, these communities are already located near rail and refinery infrastructure and have had little power to 
confront the ever-increasing risks. While these communities are voicing opposition and beginning to see success in their 
fight against oil infrastructure projects,170 they remain at ground zero of these threats. California’s communities fighting  
for environmental justice can be a model for reform. Confronted with decades of refinery pollution, they have banded 
together to set strong refinery emission control standards that have significantly lessened harmful impacts to community 
members living nearby. allowing an influx of dirty tar sands creates new burdens that undermine efforts to improve  
safety, health, and prosperity in these areas. Isolating risky and dangerous activities to communities that have historically 
borne the brunt of environmental impacts—typically economically depressed communities and communities of color—
perpetuates environmental injustice and disproportionately shifts harm away from those who can afford to live, work,  
and play elsewhere. all along the West Coast, we must recognize that moving these dangerous and destructive resources 
is affecting those least able to influence the decisions of government and industry. In the face of a tar sands invasion of  
the West Coast, environmental justice groups must assert their voice and influence to ensure that the safety and general 
well-being of their communities is a critical factor in decision-making surrounding a threat of an influx of tar sands crude oil.
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The tar sands invasion to the West Coast could come by 
pipeline, rail, and tanker. Proposed pipelines across British 
Columbia from Alberta bring risks of a potential pipeline 
rupture. Meanwhile, tar sands crude transported across 
thousands of miles of rail corridors to terminals located up and 
down the West Coast threaten hundreds of communities and 
waterways with derailments and spills.171 As tar sands crude 
reaches terminals serviced by proposed pipelines and existing 
rail lines, significant quantities will be loaded onto tankers, 
exposing many sensitive areas to significant increases in tanker 
traffic that could result in devastating marine accidents. Here 
are just a few of the special places that are at risk:
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1. Upper Fraser, Stuart, Skeena,  
and Morice Rivers, British Columbia
Enbridge’s proposed Northern Gateway tar sands 
pipeline crosses numerous major rivers, including the 
Upper Fraser, Stuart, Skeena, and Morice—all of which 

are critical to supporting British Columbia’s wild salmon, sturgeon, and trout 
fisheries.172 The Skeena River and estuary is also threatened by rail development 
and oil tankers.

2. Great Bear Rainforest, British Columbia
Rail terminal proposals and Enbridge’s proposed 
Northern Gateway tar sands pipeline threaten the 
15.8 million-acre (6.4 million hectare)173 Great Bear 
Rainforest, which is home to ancient western red 

cedars, the rare spirit bear, grizzly bears, black bears, wolves, and countless 
other species.174 It is the largest intact coastal temperate rainforest left on 
Earth.175 

3. Douglas Channel, British Columbia
Currently free of any oil tanker traffic, the Douglas 
Channel is a narrow passage whose coastal  
approaches are studded with numerous islands and 
hidden reefs. It is home to fin, orca, and humpback 

whales; Pacific white-sided dolphins; and Dall’s and harbor porpoises—all of 
which are extremely sensitive to shipping noise and changes in the marine 
acoustic environment.176 

4. Haida Gwaii, British Columbia
Formerly known as the Queen Charlotte Islands, Haida 
Gwaii is the historic home to the Haida people who 
have inhabited the area for as many as 13,000 years.177 
Tanker traffic from ports in Prince Rupert or Kitimat 

could threaten the waters around the islands, which are home to enormous 
salmon runs.178 

5. Kamloops, British Columbia
A city of 86,000, Kamloops is traversed by rail lines 
owned by Canadian National and Canadian Pacific179 
and is the site of infrastructure for the proposed Trans 
Mountain pipeline expansion.180 Rail lines travel through 

residential and business districts on both sides of the Thompson River, and the 
proposed pipeline would cut through the Lac du Bois grasslands, which would 
require shrinking the park’s boundaries.181 

6. Salish Sea and San Juan Islands,  
British Columbia and Washington
Encompassing the Strait of Georgia, the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca, and Puget Sound, the Salish Sea is British 
Columbia and Washington’s gateway to the Pacific 
Ocean.182 As the busiest shipping route on North 

America’s Pacific seaboard,183 it supports migrating salmon, humpback whales, 
and numerous other species.184 The region’s iconic population of orcas, the 
“Southern Residents,” are on the U.S. and Canadian endangered species lists, 
as are several runs of salmon that they depend upon, and are already seriously 
threatened by the degradation of their habitat through noise, chemical pollution, 
and loss of wild fish.185 Dotting the central Salish Sea, the San Juan islands 
consist of 172 named islands and were recently designated as a National 
Monument by President Obama.186 A rise in tanker traffic in the area increases 
the risk of a serious accident causing long term harmful impacts.
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7. Anacortes, Washington
The city of Anacortes, considered the gateway to the 
majestic San Juan Islands,187 is also home to two major 
oil refineries capable of processing tar sands crude 
oil. As a destination for tar sands crude exports, the 

community will also bear the brunt of health risks associated with more harmful 
refinery emissions and increased tanker and rail traffic. 

8. Grays Harbor, Washington
Three new oil terminals have been proposed in 
Hoquiam, which sits on Grays Harbor at the confluence 
of the Wishkah and Chehalis Rivers.188 If built, Grays 
Harbor will see huge increases in barge and tanker 

traffic, heightening the risk of serious accidents with long-term ecological 
consequences.

9. Spokane, Washington
Spokane, a critical western rail hub, will likely watch 
as nearly all tar sands oil moved by rail in the western 
United States passes through. Set at the edge of 
Washington’s vast rolling Palouse and the southern tip 

of the Selkirk Mountains, Spokane is home to more than 200,000 people.189 

10. Coastal Pacific Ocean
The possibility of a significant increase in tanker traffic 
along the West Coast poses major risks to the coasts of 
British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and California. 
This enormous marine ecosystem hosts six species 

of wild salmon190 and includes globally important habitat for blue whales. It is 
also the migratory corridor for virtually the entire gray whale population and the 
only habitat for several small resident populations of dolphins and porpoises.191 
Recognizing this importance, NOAA has designated a majority of Washington’s 
coastline as the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary and an “Area to be 
Avoided” due to environmental risks of marine shipping.192

11. The Columbia River and Columbia  
River Gorge, Oregon and Washington 
Increasing transport of crude-by-rail is already 
impacting the Columbia River Gorge, a western icon 
of unparalleled beauty and importance. Framed by 

basalt cliffs, steep rolling hills, waterfalls, and distant volcanoes, the mile-wide 
Columbia River makes its 100-mile journey through the Gorge after traveling 
nearly 1,000 miles from its source in British Columbia.193 The lifeblood of some 
of the largest salmon runs in the United States, Pacific Northwest tribal groups, 
millions of acres of agricultural land, and a critical tourism industry, the Columbia 
River’s importance to the western United States cannot be exaggerated.

12. Astoria, Oregon 
At the mouth of the Columbia River stands the city of 
Astoria, where Lewis and Clark’s western journey came 
to an end.194 Astoria will see the full scope of increased 
shipping of tar sands crude oil from Washington and 

Oregon terminals along the Columbia River. Once they reach Astoria, tankers and 
barges must navigate the Columbia River Bar, one of the world’s most dangerous 
passages,195 earning it the nickname “Graveyard of the Pacific.”196

13. Cities of Scappoose, St. Helens, 
 and Rainier

On its way to the Clatskanie terminal, a rail line owned 
by Genesee & Wyoming (and used by BNSF)197 runs 
through downtowns of Rainier, Scappoose, and St. 

Helens along tracks that sometimes run directly through the main streets.198 
While other rail lines are often at least several feet away from development, 
residents in these small cities must contend with oil trains cutting off emergency 
services or passing inches away from their businesses and offices. 

14. Willamette Valley, Oregon
A rail corridor eyed by the oil industry as a useful 
connection between Washington, Oregon, and California, 
the Willamette Valley is Western Oregon’s agricultural 
and ecological heart. Traversed by the Willamette River, 

the valley has long been an important north-south transport corridor.

15. Deschutes River, Oregon
Oil trains are known to run along this critical Central 
Oregon river, which travels from Little Lava Lake  
north to the Columbia River and serves as the eastern 
boundary of the Warm Springs Indian Reservation.199  

A designated wild and scenic river,200 the Deschutes is known for its world-class 
rafting, rugged beauty, and agricultural importance.

16. Sacramento Watershed,  
Oregon and California
The numerous proposed oil terminals throughout 
California could significantly increase crude-by-rail 
traffic, all of which passes through the heart of the 

Sacramento Watershed. The 29 million square mile drainage from Southeastern 
Oregon to the San Francisco Bay area201 supports 75 percent of California’s 
irrigated land—where at least 250 different crops are grown, including 40 
percent of U.S. fruits and nuts.202 Not only does this watershed feed the nation, it 
provides drinking water for communities throughout the entire state.

17. San Francisco Bay, California
San Francisco Bay could become a major epicenter for 
tar sands crude shipping by rail, tanker, and barge, since 
the area’s five refineries are continuing to retrofit their 
operations to accept tar sands crude oil.203 Home to more 

than 7 million people,204 the Bay Area’s physical beauty attracts admirers from 
all corners of the world. Offshore, in Cordell Bank and the Gulf of the Farallones, 
lie two National Marine Sanctuaries, established to protect some of the most 
productive waters off our shores and an astonishing diversity of sea life.

18. Richmond, Rodeo, Martinez,  
and Benicia, California
These four communities host the Bay Area’s oil 
refineries, all of which are expected to be major tar 
sands oil processors.205 Historically home to people 

of color and low-income households, these communities would see increased 
barge, tanker, and rail traffic.

19. Sacramento, Berkeley, Oakland, San 
Jose, San Luis Obispo, Bakersfield, and 
Wilmington, California
Existing and proposed crude-by-rail facilities in Santa 
Maria and Bakersfield would bring tar sands trains 

through these heavily populated communities to destinations along California’s 
treasured Central Coast and the Los Angeles area. 
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poliCy reCommenDations

and cumulative threats to communities, economies, and 
the environment. Further, review of any new infrastructure 
must assess not only the direct climate impacts of the 
proposed infrastructure itself, but also all cumulative 
impacts related to upstream production impacts and 
downstream consumption impacts. Special attention 
should be paid to communities living near proposed 
infrastructure.

n	 	reject tar sands-related infrastructure: Because the 
cumulative risks of transporting and refining tar sands oil 
are extreme, decision-makers must reject new tar sands 
infrastructure. This includes the two proposed pipelines 
cutting through British Columbia and the many proposals 
for new and expanded storage terminals along the West 
Coast. 

n	 	stop tar sands tanker traffic: The U.S. and Canadian 
governments should ban tar sands oil tankers until more 
information is known about the unique risks of tar sands 
to water resources and how to effectively respond to spills. 
This is in addition to the need for a general oil tanker 
ban in the sensitive and treacherous waters of British 
Columbia’s north and central coasts—including respect  
of the tanker ban imposed by coastal First Nations—and 
the Salish Sea.209 

n	 	respect First nations and u.s. tribal rights: Decision-
makers must ensure that constitutionally protected 
treaty and aboriginal rights of First Nations in Canada are 
honored. Likewise, sovereign tribal nations’ treaty and 
trust rights in the United States must be honored.

n	 	strengthen standards for rail safety: U.S. and Canadian 
regulators should immediately ban shipment of crude 
oil in hazardous tank cars, including aging DOT-111s 
and the updated CPC-1232s, both of which have proven 
unsafe for transporting crude oil.210 Additional necessary 

1.  aDDressinG the health anD 
environmental risKs From  
tar sanDs transport

Decision-makers at all levels must be informed about the 
risks posed by an invasion of tar sands and put in place 
policies to guard against these threats to public health and 
safety, water supplies, economies, and the climate. 

Given the potentially devastating risks of producing, 
transporting, and refining tar sands crude, decision-makers 
must take precautionary measures and reject proposals for 
new tar sands infrastructure. 

In light of mounting evidence that 75 percent or more of 
discovered fossil fuel reserves must remain in the ground,  
it is imperative that policymakers consider whether 
infrastructure is consistent with long-term efforts to address 
climate change.206 This is especially true for infrastructure 
supporting unconventional, high-carbon reserves like 
tar sands, which have been recently identified as the type 
of high-cost reserve that cannot be developed if global 
temperatures are to be kept within the international two 
degrees Celsius warming goal.207

Moreover, as proposals are made to increase the volumes 
of heavy tar sands oil travelling to West Coast ports via rail, 
tanker, and pipeline, there is still not enough information 
about the full scope of the associated risks. In addition, we 
now know that a spill of tar sands crude cannot be addressed 
by conventional spill mitigation technology.208

Below are some general recommendations for decision-
makers at all levels. These recommendations should be seen 
as a starting point for discussion about how best to address 
the threats posed to the region by tar sands and other high-
carbon fuels. In many cases, one solution will be preferred 
over another, and this report does not place a greater or 
lesser value on any one solution proposed. Instead, we see 
these steps as possible solutions for protecting communities, 
critical rivers, marine habitats, and the environment 
from potentially devastating tar sands spills. While these 
recommendations are far from comprehensive, they provide 
key starting points and tools for decision-makers, spanning 
safety measures for rail transport and tanker traffic to air 
pollution control measures for refineries.

In all cases, these measures are promoted for the 
protection of communities from the harmful impacts of tar 
sands crudes. Even if industry and regulators were to adopt 
every recommendation, it is important to remember that 
“extreme oil” infrastructure remains incompatible with the 
region’s climate and pollution priorities.

n	 	strengthen environmental review: A first step for any 
decision-maker is ensuring thorough environmental 
reviews and risk assessments for energy infrastructure. 
This will facilitate a stronger understanding of individual 
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safeguards include adoption of strict tank car standards 
(requiring thicker shells, jackets, thermal protection, valve 
and fitting protections, and state-of-the-art braking), 
significantly reduced speed limits, disclosure of hazardous 
cargo (including tar sands) to first responders and other 
emergency personnel, required environmental impact 
assessments, demonstrated ability to respond to and 
pay for worst-case-scenario spills, and development of 
comprehensive oil spill response plans.211

n	 	require more robust pipeline maintenance programs: 
In remote areas, ruptures are difficult to detect and 
address. Maintenance and monitoring programs designed 
to prevent such occurrences must be required, regardless 
of cost or logistical challenges. 

n	 	understand and prevent air pollution impacts from 
tar sands refining: Decision-makers need to better 
understand how refining tar sands worsens air quality, 
particularly in communities already facing air quality 
impacts from crude oil loading, unloading, and refining. 
The EPA; Environment Canada; and state, provincial, 
and other environmental agencies should evaluate these 
air quality impacts and develop protective standards, 
particularly in fenceline communities. 

2.  turninG the tiDe With Clean 
transportation solutions

As illustrated in this report, the West Coast now faces a long-
term threat that could bring more tar sands oil imports. This 
threat conflicts with the West Coast states’ leadership around 
climate action and more sustainable transportation and 
communities. While the risks of tar sands transport are only 
just emerging, there is more clarity regarding the troubling 
climate consequences of tar sands. An influx of tar sands 
could undermine commitments by West Coast decision-
makers to lead efforts to reduce carbon emissions through 
the Pacific Coast Collaborative.212 

To counter these negative climate consequences, decision-
makers must ensure climate policies and regulations are in 
place to slow and phase out an influx of dirtier fuels like tar 
sands. But more generally, the West Coast must have policies 
that reduce and phase out fossil fuel use while incentivizing 
low carbon and carbon neutral transportation solutions 
such as electric vehicles, renewable fuel sources, and clean 
fuels. As above, what follows is a set of general and specific 
recommendations for decision-makers to consider. The 
challenge of addressing tar sands threats and climate threats 
is dynamic and the solutions offered are not intended as a 
one-size-fits-all list. Instead, these policies are often a starting 
point upon which to build and continue innovating. Though 
these policies focus on reducing emissions from the transport 
sector, many should and could be applied across all heavily 
polluting sectors.

low-Carbon Fuel standard
One of the most significant responses to carbon-intensive 
oils like tar sands is adopting a clean fuels standard—also 
known as a low-carbon fuel standard (LCFS). In the short 
term, LCFS laws are intended to incrementally reduce 
the carbon-intensity of a state’s or region’s fuel mix. Over 
the long term, well-designed LCFS laws should contain 
measures to incentivize the development of alternative fuel 
sources and the transition to non-fossil fuel dependent 
modes of transport and commerce (e.g., electric vehicles). 
A recent report from the International Council on Clean 
Transportation and E4tech found that LCFS could reduce 
the demand for gasoline and diesel in California, Oregon, 
Washington and British Columbia by 25 percent—or 400,000 
bpd—by 2030.213 
 The LCFS, already adopted in California, Oregon, and 
British Columbia, typically applies to a relatively small 
number of oil refiners and importers who are responsible 
for reducing the average carbon intensity of their fuel mix 
over time. If the carbon intensity worsens (by, for example, 
increasing use of tar sands crudes), the refiner or importer 
would need to take specific actions, such as:

n	 	Blending and using lower-carbon fuels (e.g. biofuels that 
do not undermine food security or exacerbate ecosystem 
destruction)

n	 	Purchasing low-carbon fuel credits (generated by using 
cleaner transportation fuels)

n	 	Adopting measures at refineries and crude oil facilities  
to mitigate negative climate impacts

However, to be effective, a clean fuels standard must 
appropriately track and account for emissions from crude 
oil sources to accurately measure the carbon intensity of 
petroleum-based fuels. Once crude oils are accurately tracked 
and their emissions accounted for, jurisdictions should:

n	 	adopt and strength low-carbon fuel policies and 
comprehensive climate policies. There are several steps 
that California, Oregon, Washington and British Columbia 
could take to ensure carbon-intensive tar sands do not 
undermine the region’s climate progress.

California should: 

n	 	Readopt a strong LCFS reducing carbon intensity by  
10 percent by 2020 and establish aggressive and more 
robust 2030 targets. 

n	 	Continue accounting for the carbon intensity of crude oils 
such as tar sands while strengthening current protections 
by requiring individual refiners or importers to offset any 
increased emissions. 

n	 	Continue to extend policies to meet the governor’s goal of 
halving petroleum use by 2030 and adopt 2030 greenhouse 
gas reduction targets. 

n	 	Reject oil industry attempts to exempt transportation fuels 
from the requirements of the cap-and-trade program.
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 Oregon should:

n	 	Vigorously implement (and defend from legal attack)  
its Low Carbon Fuel Standard.214

n	 	Ensure carbon pollution is further limited through 
statewide policy mechanisms that reduce emissions.

n	 	Work with California and Washington to develop and 
harmonize low-carbon transportation solutions for the 
region.

n	 	Improve alternative and mass transportation solutions 
within and between Oregon and Washington.

Washington should:

n	 	Adopt a strong clean fuels standard that requires refiners 
and importers to reduce the carbon intensity of their fuels 
by 10 percent over 10 years.

n	 	Work with California and Oregon to develop and 
harmonize low-carbon transportation solutions for the 
region.

n	 	Develop and expand mass transit and alternative transit 
systems in major metropolitan areas like Seattle.

n	 	Ensure carbon emissions are further reduced and current 
statutory limits are met by passing measures like the 
proposed Carbon Pollution Accountability Act of 2015.215

n	 	Preserve existing incentives for production of renewable 
energy.

n	 	Incentivize the “greening” of electric vehicles by expanding 
investment in low-carbon, renewable energy production.

British Columbia should:

n	 	Confirm and strengthen its existing low-carbon fuel 
standard policy. 

n	 	Harmonize with other jurisdictions by accounting for 
increased emissions from petroleum and indirect land  
use emissions from biofuels. 

n	 	Resume annual increases in the carbon tax program, 
targeting a price of at least $60 per metric ton of carbon 
dioxide by 2020. 

n	 	Expand the carbon tax to cover currently exempt sectors, 
providing an incentive for these industries to reduce 
emissions while increasing the competitiveness of 
renewable alternatives. 

n	 	Apply additional revenues from an expanded carbon tax  
to the promotion of renewable energy, energy efficiency, 
and sustainable transportation options.

n	  support policies that reduce carbon emissions in the 
transportation sector. The West Coast could further 
demonstrate state and international leadership by 
dramatically decreasing the carbon emissions from the 
transportation sector through:

n	 	Electric vehicle policies that support rapid deployment of 
vehicles, encouraging a strong utility role and grid support 
capabilities around vehicle electrification.

n	 	Sustainable community programs that encourage more 
walkable and bike-able streets and access to transit. 
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n	 	Support clean car and zero emission vehicle programs, 
which are already expanding efficient vehicle options.

n	 	Move goods more efficiently with increased use of rail 
for human transport and non-oil commodities, as well as 
expanded use of electric and low-emission trucks.

n	  support policies to spur investment in renewable 
energy production. Together with robust efforts to 
support electric vehicles, renewable energy can further 
clean the transportation sector and reduce oil dependence. 
The West Coast already produces significant amounts 
of energy from renewable resources including wind, 
solar, geothermal, and hydroelectricity. Decision-makers 
should continue capitalizing on the region’s potential to 
further decrease dependence on fossil fuels and to act as a 
successful model for a clean energy future.

Under the Pacific Coast Action Plan on Climate and Energy 
endorsed by the leaders of California, Oregon, Washington, 
and British Columbia, the West Coast will set a high bar as 
a global leader on climate change policy and “transition the 
West Coast to clean modes of transportation and reduce the 
large share of greenhouse gas emissions from this sector.” The 
Pacific Coast Collaborative, created as part of this agreement, 

made specific commitments to adopt low-carbon fuel 
standards while also committing to expanded zero-emission 
vehicle incentives. At a minimum, a tar sands influx to the 
West Coast would make these commitments more difficult. 

While a West Coast tar sands invasion has specific climate 
implications, as described in this report, there are a range 
of other health and safety issues at play. Because of this, 
tools like LCFS cannot confront the full threat of tar sands. 
Decision-makers must consider the broader issue of North 
America’s dependence on oil. Indeed, as the Pacific Coast 
Collaborative envisions, the West Coast can become a 
model for a clean transportation future. Using efficiency to 
reduce oil demand, expanding public transit infrastructure, 
making communities more bike- and pedestrian-friendly, 
and shifting to cleaner fuels will put money back in citizens’ 
pockets and drive innovation. For example, electric vehicles 
can be recharged for the equivalent of about one dollar per 
gallon of gasoline.216 A more diverse fuel supply can also blunt 
petroleum price spikes because consumers would be able to 
choose from an array of energy alternatives. 

In the end, the first step toward a solution is discussion. 
An informed public debate about the threats of a West Coast 
tar sands invasion is essential. There is still time to avert 
a massive influx of tar sands. But decision-makers must 
proactively confront the potential threat. 
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